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ABSTRACT: Intercalation of C60 molecules at the graphene-
substrate interface by annealing leads to amorphous and crystalline
structures. A comparison of topography and electronic structure
with wrinkles and moire ́ patterns confirms intercalation. The
intercalated molecules imprint a local strain/deformation on the
graphene layer whose magnitude is controlled by the intermo-
lecular distance. The crystalline intercalated structure exhibits a
superlattice peak in the local density of states. This work provides
control of local strain in graphene.
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The unique physical, chemical and mechanical properties of
graphene have attracted unprecedented attention and

have lead in the past decade to the development and
augmentation of a wide range of applications. These include
electronic devices that make use of the unique Dirac-type band
structure at the K-point.1−3 Graphene’s two-dimensional
structure allows modulation of its properties through the
interaction with the substrate or by surface adsorbates.4−17 This
approach is highly versatile and can modify graphene’s
properties while simultaneously conserving the Dirac cone.
The challenge is to find suitable pathways to achieve the desired
graphene modulation. We focus in our work on the
implementation of well-defined strain fields18,19 by intercalation
of C60 molecules at the graphene−Cu interface. This creates
highly localized strain states introduced in the graphene layer
by the buried molecules, whose spatial distribution can be
controlled by the intercalation process.
The main strategies to modify graphene and achieve new

functionalities are currently (i) doping by intercalation,13,20,21

(ii) superposition of a periodic potential by superlattices,22,23

(iii) introduction of local strain,24 (iv) electrostatic modu-
lation,9 (v) chemical functionalization, (vi) ionic-liquid induced
doping,25 and (vii) nanoscale patterning to form nanoribbons
and achieve control of the edge states and electronic
confinement.26 Our study combines strategies i to iii and
expands the available intercalation strategies by use of
molecular intercalants. Intercalation is a well-known method
to achieve charge doping in layered van der Waals bonded
materials such as graphite or h-BN. For graphene, the
intercalation of alkali metals at the graphene−SiC interface
has been used to achieve charge doping as a means to introduce
a bandgap.15 On the other hand, graphene can be electronically
decoupled from a metal substrate by the intercalation of weakly
interacting metal atoms nearly restoring the Dirac cone.21 The

intercalation of Pb islands at the graphene−Ir(111) interface
introduces a significant enhancement in the spin−orbit splitting
for charge carriers residing in graphene which potentially leads
to novel physical phenomena.27

The introduction of localized strain modifies the charge
transport in graphene through a change in the on-site energies
of the pz orbitals of adjacent carbon atoms and in turn
influences the hopping parameter. The impact of strain on
graphene’s electronic structure has been discussed in numerous
theoretical studies9,18,23,24,28−33 and has recently been described
in the framework of a pseudomagnetic field, whose strength
depends on the magnitude and symmetry of the strain field.19,34

The experimental challenges in creating well-defined and stable
strain states are considerable and have been approached by
substrate patterning with trenches, electrostatically driven
deformation, thermally induced ripple structures,35 and by gas
intercalation to form nanobubbles.19

The work on C60 intercalation at the graphene−Cu interface
presented in this study establishes a new strategy to control
local strain and achieves at the same time positional control of
the strained regions in amorphous and crystalline structures.
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and spectroscopy
(STS) are used to study the electronic and topographic
signatures of the intercalated material. The intercalation of C60
at the graphene−Cu interface was achieved for a polycrystalline
Cu substrate by a thermally activated process. The direct
comparison between wrinkles,24,36,37 moire ́ patterns and
intercalated structures is used to confirm the intercalation
process and establish a set of criteria for the assessment of
molecular intercalants.
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This study was performed in an Omicron Variable
Temperature ultrahigh vacuum scanning probe microscope
with a base pressure of <2 × 10−10 mbar, which is connected to
a preparation chamber. The graphene sample 1 (SA1) was
purchased from Graphene Supermarket, and sample 2 (SA2)
was grown by CVD on polycrystalline copper. The growth
process for SA2 is described in ref.38 Both sample surfaces were
dominated by single layer graphene, albeit SA2 had a lower
graphene coverage as deduced from STM imaging. Both
samples show extended regions of Cu(100) grains, which was
the focus of our work. Atomic resolution images of graphene as
well as the Cu−surface were obtained for both samples. The
samples were annealed prior to STM measurements and
intercalation experiments to about ∼623 K for 20 min to
remove adsorbates and reduce the Cu−surface. Atomically
resolved STM images of the bare Cu(100)−surface39 recorded
in close proximity to graphene and intercalated structures of
interest, confirm that the oxide has been removed in all areas
used for study in the present manuscript. In addition, moire ́
patterns seen on SA1 and SA2 are commensurate with a clean
Cu−graphene interface and an example is included in Figure 1.
Higher annealing temperatures were avoided to minimize ripple
formation caused by the different thermal expansion coefficient
in Cu and graphene. Yang et al.40 demonstrated that oxide
formed on Cu by oxidation in ambient can indeed be removed
completely by annealing in vacuum at 573 K, which is
commensurate with our observations, whereas oxidation at
higher temperatures forms a more resilient oxide. We assume
that oxygen contamination in the gas phase during graphene
growth can lead to a much more persistent oxide layer, and
details of graphene growth on Cu-oxide have been discussed by
Gottardi et al.41

C60 was deposited by thermal evaporation of high purity C60
powder (MerCorp) from a h-BN crucible with graphite liner.
The deposition rate was measured with a quartz crystal monitor
and kept constant at 1 ML/min; the C60 layer was deposited at
room temperature and the thickness of the initial C60 layer was
between 2 and 20 ML. The Cu−graphene−C60 sample was
then annealed at temperatures between 573 and 753 K for 5−
20 min to drive the molecules into the interfacial space and
achieve intercalation. Intercalation was observed for annealing

temperatures above 623 K (above the sublimation temperature
of C60), shorter annealing times (<10 min), and shorter ramp
up-times to annealing temperature (<15 min) likewise favor
intercalation over complete desorption. A shorter overall time
(ramp-up plus annealing time) is favorable for the formation of
an ordered (crystalline) over a disordered (amorphous)
intercalate.
The initial graphene surface and each deposition step were

studied with STM and STS. The sample preparation and
deposition was performed in a preparation chamber, which
shares the vacuum with the microscope, and the samples,
therefore, were kept under UHV conditions for the entirety of
the experiment. STM images were recorded in constant current
mode at room temperature with electrochemically etched
tungsten tips. A tunneling current of 1 nA was used for all STM
images. Typically, graphene was measured with Vbias = +0.085 V
for the best image quality, and the voltage was varied between
0.085 and 0.3 V for some of the intercalated structures. STS
data sets were measured on graphite and Au to confirm
reproducibility and reliability of the tip performance. STM and
STS data were analyzed with WSxM 5.0,42 Igor Pro 6.22, and a
MatLab program was developed for analysis and visualization of
STS maps.
The STS maps were measured on a grid of 103 × 103

equidistant spectra within a 512 × 512 pixel topography image.
The feedback-loop was switched off for every ST spectrum, and
switched on for topography imaging in between spectra. The
derivative dI/dV and normalized conductance dI/dV/(I/V)
[differential conductance] spectra were obtained numerically
using the methods described by Feenstra and Tromp.43−45

Topography images, which were recorded simultaneously with
the STS maps, were used to calculate drift between subsequent
STS maps. In the analysis of the crystalline intercalated
structure, we averaged over five drift-corrected STS maps
measured consecutively to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
The results section first discusses the wrinkles in graphene as

an example for a free-standing graphene, and will then move on
to moire ́ patterns between graphene and Cu(001) as examples
of a superlattice imprinted on graphene. We will then introduce
amorphous intercalates (where the intercalated molecules are
arranged in an irregular manner) and crystalline intercalates

Figure 1. STM topography images of (a) graphene surface, (b) Cu(001), (c) moire ́ pattern with superimposed graphene honeycomb lattice, and (d)
linescan along the diagonal of (c). The bottom row shows the corresponding Fourier transforms illustrating the hexagonal and square lattices,
respectively. The green circles mark graphene spots, and the white circle marks the moire ́ pattern with its longer wavelength. (E) Geometric
simulation of the moire ́ pattern for a 5° rotation between graphene and Cu lattice, which corresponds to the one seen in (c). The scalebar is 1 nm in
all images.
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(where the C60 molecules are arranged in a regular, square
pattern) and compare the topographic and electronic structure
of wrinkles, moire ́ pattern, and intercalated material. This
comparison is used to confirm successful intercalation and it
illustrates the significant variation between the structures.
Figure 2 displays the STM and STS data obtained for

wrinkles, which form after sample annealing due to the
mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients of graphene and
Cu. Wrinkles are regions on the surface where graphene has
detached from the substrate but is not folded over.46 Figure 2a
shows an example of a complex 4-fold wrinkle on SA2, and
Figure 2b is a single wrinkle; both were observed after
deposition of 18 molecular layers of C60 on SA2, and annealing
at 723 K for 5 min with a ramp-up time of 15 min to drive the
intercalation. The intercalate seen on other sections of this

sample had an amorphous structure as discussed in the next
section. The images of the wrinkles, and the atomic resolution
of the honeycomb lattice (Figure 2c), confirm that the
graphene is not folded in on itself. The graphene lattice is
resolved across the entire wrinkle and Figure 2d−f summarize
the spectroscopy data. The black square in Figure 2d is the
same image section as the 3D depiction in Figure 2b, and marks
the region of the STS map in Figure 2e. The map is a cut
through all dI/dV spectra at 9.2 mV in the conduction band.
The higher dI/dV values on the wrinkle itself are distinguished
in the color-coded map by a green color, whereas blue
corresponds to a lower dI/dV value characteristic of the Cu−
graphene signature expected on either side of the wrinkle. The
ST spectra of the fullerene layers prior to intercalation show the
fullerene bandgap of 2.3 eV are identical to spectra measured

Figure 2. (a) 3D image of a four-way wrinkle in graphene, (b) 3D image of a single wrinkle with atomically resolved graphene lattice as shown in (c),
which was recorded at the center of the wrinkle. (d) Top view of the same wrinkle shown in (b) (scale bar = 5 nm); the green (blue) line
corresponds to the line along which the ST spectra from (f) were collected and averaged. (e) STS map for Vbias = 9.2 mV within the boxed area
marked in (d). The wrinkle coincides with the higher dI/dV values in agreement with the spectra displayed in (f), which includes the spectra
averaged along the lines indicated in (d). (f) Displays representative dI/dV spectra; the error bars indicate the variation in the spectra used for
averaging: parallel to the wrinkle axis on top of the wrinkle (green), and at the edge of the wrinkle (blue). The spectrum for graphene on Cu prior to
C60 intercalation (black) is included for comparison. The spectrum for the C60 layer prior to intercalation is identical to spectra shown in the
literature47,48 and has a bandgap of 2.3 eV.
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previously with STS47 and agree with the spectra of the
occupied and unoccupied electronic states of C60 on graphite as
determined by photoemission and X-ray absorption.48 The
fullerene layer has a thickness of a few MLs and the bandgap is
fully developed with EF positioned at the center of the gap.
The corresponding differential conductance spectra are

shown in Figure 2f, which includes the spectra for graphene
on Cu recorded at the edge of the measurement window,
graphene at the center of the wrinkle, and graphene at the
boundary of the wrinkle. Each of these spectra is averaged over
the area marked by the green and blue lines, respectively; the
error bar indicates the variation of spectral signatures along this
line. ED is tentatively assigned to the lowest dI/dV value and is
marked with an arrow. The STS for graphene on Cu is
measured at the left side of the images and several nanometer
removed from the wrinkle. The shape of the spectra at the edge
of the fold along the blue line replicate the general shape of the
graphene on Cu spectra except for a slight shift of ED by ∼0.06
eV, and superposition of several weak, step-like features.
For the spectra measured on the wrinkle, the overall shape is

more strongly modified and the minimum is shifted by ∼0.09
eV with respect to EF. The number of very noisy spectra with
significant signal excursions, which are unsuitable for analysis, is
considerably higher for measurements on the wrinkle. Without
the ability to control EF with a gate the assignment of Dirac
energies should be taken with a grain of salt.49 However, if the
tentative assignment is correct then ED on the fold corresponds
to a slight p-type doping possibly caused by the strain field in
the wrinkle. The higher dI/dV values and step-like fluctuations
for spectra measured on the wrinkle can be attributed to
deformations of graphene during measurement.36 The local
electrostatic field around the tip exerts a force on the graphene
leading to a small “dent” or a “pull” on the surface. The
tunneling current will therefore be modified by contributions
from the interactions with the tip side, consequently leading to
variability in the spectral shape.50 In addition to the
contributions from the mechanical deformation, a modulation
of the local density of states (LDOS) can contribute to the
increased dI/dV to EF, although the work by P. Xu et al.36

indicates that the contribution from the mechanical distortion
dominates. This analysis demonstrates that wrinkles in
graphene are suitable model systems for free-standing
graphene, and high resolution topography and spectroscopic
data can be obtained.
The second type of surface structure, which is ubiquitous in

the study of graphene, are moire ́ patterns caused by the lattice
mismatch between graphene and the substrate which imprint a
superlattice on graphene whose periodicity depends on the
structure of the substrate and the orientation of graphene with
respect to the substrate lattice.23 The characterization of moire ́
patterns for graphene on Cu will be used later for comparison
of corrugations observed in the intercalated structures. Moire ́
patterns were observed on all samples and the example in
Figure 1 is from SA2. A recent publication by Gottardi et al.41

report a selection of moire ́ patterns for graphene on Cu-oxides/
Cu(111) surface with a similar corrugation but different
periodicity compared to the ones reported here for the
Cu(001) surface. Figure 1 shows atomically resolved graphene,
a Cu(100) surface adjacent to this graphene island, a moire ́
pattern, and the corresponding Fourier transforms presented
below each image. The combination of a hexagonal graphene
with a square Cu(100) structure yields a striped pattern for 5°
rotation, which was confirmed by using a purely geometric

model with rigid lattices (see sketch next to the Fourier
transform). The profile along the black line of Figure 1c reveals
a corrugation across the moire ́ pattern of 0.15 nm with a
wavelength close to 3 nm, and this value was found to be
insensitive to variations in Vbias during imaging.
A representative example of intercalated fullerenes with an

amorphous structure (SA1, T = 723 K, 5 min anneal with a 10
min ramp to temperature) is shown in Figure 3. We prepared

several samples with similar conditions (see experimental
section for details) and observed amorphous intercalated
structures on different areas with variable molecule density.
Figure 3a shows a typical STM image of the amorphous
intercalated structure with intermolecular distances between 3
and 8 nm. The average diameter of the molecule shape
imprinted on the graphene layer is about 1.3 nm, which is
consistent for all samples and slightly larger than the C60
diameter of 1 nm measured for isolated molecules on a graphite
surface due to “blanketing” by the graphene overlayer. Figure
3b includes several intercalated fullerene molecules, and two
representative linescans marked A and B for intermolecular
distances of 3.0 and 4.5 nm, respectively, are shown below the
image. The feature height depends on the intermolecular
distance and is defined as the magnitude of the dip between
two fullerene molecules, dA and dB as marked in the linescans.
dA for the closer spaced molecules is considerably smaller than
dB for the larger intermolecular distance. The smaller dip is

Figure 3. (a) 3D STM topography image of an amorphous
intercalated structure; the graphene lattice on top of the C60 molecules
is resolved (Note: this image was Fourier filtered to reduce noise,
image b is an unfiltered 2D image of same sample). (b) Image section
of the amorphous intercalated structure and two linescans are shown
below the image. Molecules along line A (line B) are separated by 3
nm (4.1 nm) and dA (dB) in the linescans indicates the apparent height
for the respective intermolecular distances. (c) Summary of average
feature heights observed for graphene on Cu, moire ́ patterns such as
the one shown in Figure 1, and the wide range of feature heights
observed in the intercalated structures. Isolated fullerene molecules
will have an apparent height of about 0.8 nm when buried beneath
graphene.
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related to a detachment of graphene from the substrate in
between closely spaced molecules and appears as a “ridge” in
the 3D image. A comparison of the corrugation between
graphene on Cu, the moire ́ pattern shown in Figure 1, and the
range of feature heights observed in intercalated structures in
Figure 3c visualizes the impact of intercalation on the
deformation of the graphene layer. Graphene on top of an
amorphous intercalated structure shows a significantly larger
feature height, and feature height variability than any other
substrate-induced corrugation.
Figures 4 and 5 present the crystalline intercalated structure

prepared on SA1 [annealed at 673 K for 5 min with a 4 min
ramp up to temperature]. The linescan across the crystalline
intercalated structure seen in Figure 4a illustrates the significant
change in apparent height as a function of bias voltage, which
has been observed for all intercalated structures. The average
apparent height (AH) of the intercalated fullerenes changes
significantly as a function of Vbias for the amorphous and the
crystalline intercalated structures in the same manner and the
largest corrugation is observed for Vbias = 0.085 V. The strong
variation of apparent height with bias voltage has been reported
previously51,52 for C60 intercalated at the Ni/graphene interface
and is independent of spatial arrangement and substrate
material albeit this behavior of intercalated molecules is
currently not well understood.

Figure 4b summarizes the reduced AH defined by [AH at a
given voltage]/[maximum AH measured for the respective bias
voltage observed for intermolecular distances above 4 nm] as a
function of intermolecular distance. All data for amorphous and
crystalline structures (data point for 3.4 nm intermolecular
distance) collapse onto a step-like function where the
magnitude of the dip between the molecules depends only
on the intermolecular distance. The reduced AH is 1 for
fullerenes with an intermolecular distance >4.0 nm but
decreases rapidly for shorter distances. A high strain state
with large local deformation of graphene is achieved if the
graphene layer is in contact with Cu in between the molecules,
and a low strain state is seen if graphene becomes detached
from the substrate and is only in contact with the molecules.
The transition between the low and high strain states occurs
between 3.0 and 4.0 nm, and is controlled by the interfacial
energies for Cu−C60, graphene−C60, and Cu−graphene and by
contributions from the deformation energy of graphene.53 The
detachment of graphene from the substrate is driven by its
inherent stiffness with a high in-plane Young’s modu-
lus.26,35,36,46,54,55

The work by Yamamoto et al.56 provides insight in the
stability of wrinkles in graphene, which form in response to the
presence of nanoscale particles placed between substrate and
graphene. This work used SiO2 particles with an average

Figure 4. (a) shows a crystalline intercalated structure and a linescan for Vbias of 0.085 and 0.3 V of the same image section. The corresponding data
points are included in (b) for 3.4 nm intermolecular distance. (b) Reduced apparent height calculated by division of the apparent height (AH) of the
molecules by the maximum AH measured for the largest molecule distance at the same Vbias. The reduced apparent height for three bias voltages is
included and they collapse onto a single step-like function. The drawing on the right-hand side visualizes the high and low strain states.
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diameter of 7.5 nmnearly an order of magnitude larger than
the fullerene moleculesand a concise description of wrinkle
deformations was developed. The maximum wrinkle length Xc
is defined as the distance over which a wrinkle is sustained due
to the rigidity of the graphene lattice and given by Xc ∼ d(E2D/
Γ)1/4. E2D is the tensile rigidity with 2.12 × 102 eV/nm2, d is the
height of the deflection. The adhesion or interaction energy per
unit area Γ between graphene and Cu(100) is given as 0.0826
eV/carbon atom or 3.28 eV/nm2, respectively.53,57 Using d = 1
nm, which is equivalent to the center-to-center intermolecular
distance in the solid, and d = 0.8 nm, which is the radius of the
carbon cage, the maximum wrinkle length is ∼5 nm, or ∼4 nm,
respectively.58,59 If the distance between the molecules is larger
than the wrinkle will “sag” and graphene touches the substrate.
This value is in surprisingly good agreement with our
experimental values, where the graphene will contact the Cu-
substrate for a wrinkle length (= intermolecular distance) of
more than 4 nm. This comparison strongly indicates that the
mechanical behavior of graphene can still be described within

the continuum-type models used by Yamamoto et al.56 even on
length scales which are close to the C−C bond length. In
summary, the graphene strain field can be manipulated on a
nanometer scale by controlling the geometry of the
intercalation structure.
Figure 5 showcases all aspects of the crystalline intercalated

structure including topography images and differential con-
ductance maps. Figure 5a and b show islands and extended
regions covered with the square lattice, which is characteristic
for the crystalline intercalated structure. These regions are
observed all over the sample, and short annealing and ramp-up
times favor the crystalline intercalated structure. In contrast to
the imaging of the amorphous intercalated structure, atomic
resolution was not achieved for the crystalline structure. The
short intermolecular distance of about 3.4 nm and the small dip
in AH correspond to a low strain state and the graphene layer is
detached from the Cu substrate between the molecules. The
graphene layer, therefore, is susceptible to motion under the
influence of the tip during measurement, which prevents atomic
resolution and might account for the increased magnitude of
dI/dV at EF (Figure 5c). A section in Figure 5a marked by the
purple rectangle is shown separately in a different color scheme
to enhance contrast: the square symmetry of the intercalated
structure is apparent and it is even possible to identify a point
defect: a missing molecule in the upper left-hand corner
marked by a circle.
An area where graphene is in contact with Cu is located at

the bottom edge of the image in Figure 5a and the
corresponding ST spectra are included in Figure 5c. The
good agreement with the spectroscopy signature of graphene
on Cu recorded prior to intercalation confirms this assignment.
The electronic structure of the crystalline intercalated material
is summarized in Figure 5c which includes a spectroscopy map
of the area marked by a black rectangle in (a) for Vbias = 0.037
V. The spectra for the intercalated structure show a minimum
close to EF albeit with a higher value of the differential
conductance. The ST spectra shown in Figure 5c were obtained
by averaging over the selected areas in the STS map; each
segment includes about 250 individual spectra, and ∼6% of the
spectra were rejected due to a very poor signal-to-noise ratio.
The most striking difference in the crystalline intercalated
surface regions compared to graphene on Cu are two additional
peaks, minima in the empty and filled states, respectively, which
are symmetrically positioned at ±0.9 eV. These minima are
seen in all spectra recorded in the crystalline intercalated region
including those outside the marked segment.
The expression given by Yankowitz et al.33 can be used to

calculate superlattice signatures in graphene
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with ES as the energy of the superlattice signature, |G| as the
reciprocal lattice vector of the superlattice, λ the wavelength of
the topographic superlattice as measured from the STM images,
and νF the Fermi velocity of 1.1 × 106 m/s.22 For the crystalline
intercalated structure, the wavelength is about 3.4 nm, and
yields a superlattice minimum at 0.78 eV, which is very close to
the experimentally observed position at 0.9 eV. An alternative
interpretation for the presence of additional peaks in the ST
spectra is a resonant tunneling through the molecular energy

Figure 5. (a) and (b) Representative STM topography images of the
crystalline intercalated structure (scale bar = 40 nm). The image
region marked with a purple rectangle is enlarged and shown in a
different color scheme to enhance image contrast. The white circle
marks a vacancy in the intercalant lattice. (c) ST spectra from the
crystalline intercalated structure (Gr on C60, red) and graphene on Cu
for comparison (Gr on copper, black). The arrows mark the position
of the spectral minimum, most likely the Dirac energy, and the two
minima associated with the superlattice peaks from the crystalline
intercalated structure. The spectroscopy map at Vbias = 37 mV reflects
the spatial distribution of the crystalline intercalation region with a
higher dI/dV (red and yellow color) and includes a section with
graphene on Cu at the bottom of the frame with a significantly lower
dI/dV value (blue) in agreement with the spectra. The ST spectra
were obtained by averaging over the area indicated by the black and
white squares in the map (see text for details).
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levels in the fullerene molecules, albeit the symmetry of the
peaks (minima) with respect to EF, and the good agreement
with the above calculation supports the interpretation as
superlattice peaks. This assessment strongly indicates that the
fabrication of a crystalline intercalated structure leads to the
formation of topographic as well as electronic superlattices
defined by the local strain field, where Dirac cone replicas lead
to the appearance of a superlattice peak.
The intercalation of C60 molecules at the graphene−Cu

interfaces is confirmed using the following set of criteria:

(i) The features imprinted in graphene, which are correlated
with the molecules have a diameter slightly larger than
the free-standing molecule and exhibit only a small
variability in diameter.

(ii) Atomic resolution of the graphene lattice is achieved if
the intermolecular distances exceed about 4 nm when the
graphene is still in contact with Cu. Atomic resolution
can be limited by the detachment of graphene from the
substrate,54,56 which can contribute to the tip induced
motion of the graphene layer

(iii) The electronic structure as expressed in the ST spectra is
different from molecules residing on a graphene surface.

(iv) The corrugation of the surface is significantly larger than
the corrugation observed for moire ́ patterns. The square
symmetry of the crystalline intercalated structure cannot
be achieved by moire ́ patterns in combination with the
hexagonal graphene lattice.

(v) In addition, the height variations as a function of Vbias

observed in the amorphous and crystalline intercalated
structures are in agreement with intercalation experi-
ments reported in the literature,52 and these results have
been reproduced for several samples, using different tips,
and are not observed for other surface structures.

In combination, these observations allow us to state with
confidence that molecule intercalation has been achieved, and
establish general guidelines for assessing molecule intercalation
processes. This is particularly important since the intercalation
of a large molecule is initially counterintuitive but has been
observed previously, albeit not widely reported, for C60
intercalation in graphite.24,60,61

Recent experiments, which produce localized strain fields in
graphene, are microbubbles at the Pt−graphene interface,
exhibiting locally a Landau level splitting equivalent to a 300 T
pseudomagnetic field, nanobubbles at the Ru−graphene
interface created by local oxidation and strain-driven detach-
ment of graphene, and Pb−islands made by interacalation at
the Ir−graphene interface.13,19,34 The intercalation of C60 is
comparable to these structures in terms of the magnitude of
strain and curvature induced in graphene and is likely to
provide a better long-term stability than nanobubbles, which
are prone to lose their inventory of smaller molecules over time
by diffusion along the interface or through the graphene
membrane.62 In our experience, the C60 intercalated structures
are stable for up to several weeks in an ultrahigh vacuum
environment. Their stability in air has not been tested and will
depend on the interaction/adhesion of the graphene layer and
C60 molecules to a substrate, which might oxidize over time. On
the other hand, the strain field is defined by molecule
dimensions, which do not change over time, and are identical
for each intercalated molecule.
The position of ED in pristine graphene−Cu, and the

crystalline intercalated structures is close to EF indicating that

doping is not significant in either structure. The graphene−Cu
interface frequently shows n-type doping of graphene, and the
shift of ED on clean Cu(111) and Cu(100) measured with
electron spectroscopy has often been reported to be around
−0.3 eV.63 A recent study64 demonstrated that short annealing
of graphene on Cu(100) at moderate temperatures will not
induce n-type doping, which only emerges after annealing at
higher temperatures. The temperature-dependence of graphene
doping is attributed to a reorganization/restructuring at the
Cu(100)-graphene interface.65 The intercalation of oxygen, and
the presence of an oxygen-induced reconstruction39,63 are both
associated with a more dramatic shift of ED by −0.6 eV, whereas
graphene on Cu-oxide surfaces will effectively decouple
graphene from the underlying metal.41 Because we were able
to measure a pristine Cu(100) surface adjacent to graphene
islands, an electronic decoupling of graphene from a complete
Cu-oxide layer is currently excluded, and the graphene−Cu
interface in our work can be compared to the interfaces present
during the lower temperature range annealing reported in ref
64.
The absence of significant doping in the intercalated

structure is somewhat surprising considering the fact that
charge transfer from all low index Cu surfaces to C60 is well
documented,48,66,67 however no charge transfer is observed
between C60 and graphite, which can serve as a reasonable
model system for graphene.68 The charge density n in graphene
is related to ED by

π
=

ℏ
n

E
v

( )D
2

2
F

If we assume that each C60 molecule is charged with one
elementary charge q− the charge density using the molecule
distribution from the crystalline intercalated structure is n = 1 ×
1014 cm−2. This charge density corresponds to a shift in ED =
0.35 eV, which is clearly much larger than the experimentally
observed value. However, it is expected that C60 acts overall as
an acceptor in this triple layer system.48 The charge distribution
and consequently position of ED in the Cu−fullerene−graphene
system clearly warrants a more detailed study and will be
investigate in the future by integration of the intercalated
structure in a device with a backgate.
A critical challenge in advancing the manipulation of

graphene by molecule intercalation is the control over the
formation of crystalline or amorphous structures, and ideally,
the lattice constant of crystalline structures. Our work indicates
that duration of the annealing process, annealing temperature,
and ramp-up time to annealing temperature are decisive to
achieve significant intercalation products for graphene on Cu,
whereas the thickness of the initial C60 layer plays only a minor
role. The temperature to achieve intercalation is above the
sublimation temperature of C60 and the success of the process
is influenced by the competition between intercalation and
sublimation.
The intercalation process for molecules is currently not well

understood, and we suggest starting by framing the discussion
using the following energy balance:

+ −

< − + −

E E

E E

(G) (G M)

(C G) (C M)
def interface

interface 60 interface 60

where Edef(G) is the energy required to deform the graphene
sheet to insert, and then to adapt to the deformation required
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to accommodate the intercalated molecule. The interfacial term
Einterface describes the interaction between graphene and the
metal substrate (M), which is transformed to a double-interface
with C60−graphene (C60−G) and C60−metal (C60−M). Their
relative contributions have to be weighted correctly, and this
simple energy balance includes only interfacial interactions.
Intercalation is likely to occur if the energetic cost of the
combined reactions of deformation, and reduction of the Cu−
graphene contact area is small compared to the gain made by
formation of the C60−graphene and C60−Cu interfaces albeit
kinetic limitations might be significant. These limitations
pertain to the activation energy required to initiate intercalation
by detaching the graphene edges from the Cu−surface, and
include the diffusion of intercalated C60 at the interface. The
intercalation of a C60 molecule cannot proceed by transition
through the plane of the graphene layer for geometric reasons,
but it has to start at a defect, grain boundary, or edge of a
graphene flake/island or use a wrinkle as a conduit.
We hypothesize that the structure of the Cu−substrate

surface influences the symmetry of the crystalline molecule
structure, leading to the square symmetry. The lattice constant
of the crystalline intercalated structures fluctuates by about 20%
across the surface, which indicates that a well-defined epitaxial
relation between molecule position and orientation is not
achieved. The formation of amorphous structures, which are
observed for longer annealing times and higher temperatures,
on the other hand, is probably the result of a competition
between deintercalation leading to desorption and motion of
molecules in the interfacial space leading to a breakdown of the
crystalline structure. In contrast, reports for C60 intercalation at
the Ni(111)−graphene interface show only 1D wormlike
channels along which the molecules accumulate but no
extended intercalation in 2D.51,52 Ni interacts strongly with
graphene, whereas the interaction between graphene and Cu is
much weaker with a larger interlayer distance promoting
diffusion at the interface. The impact of the strain field
imparted by the graphene deformation on the crystallinity of
the intercalated structure remains at present speculative.
Overall, our observations are commensurate with a relatively
narrow stability region of the crystalline intercalated structure.
The next step to develop a better understanding of the
intercalation process, and to achieve control of the crystallog-
raphy of the intercalated structure, will be to extend the present
work and establish an “intercalation phase diagram”, which
covers a wider range of temperatures, annealing times, substrate
materials, and substrate crystallography.
The intercalation of molecules at the Cu−graphene interface

is a unique and, versatile approach to the manipulation of
graphene. Considering the large size of the fullerene molecule,
it seems likely that other molecules can be intercalated although
for a reliable prediction of the feasibility of intercalation a better
understanding of the process has to be achieved. Specifically,
the intercalation of the relatively large C60 molecule leads to the
formation of amorphous or crystalline strain lattices where the
intermolecular distance tunes the magnitude of the strain state.
The intercalation of molecules is a complex process, where the
mutual interactions between graphene, substrate, and inter-
calant as well as the mechanical deformation in graphene have
to be considered. A full understanding of the intercalation
process needs to be achieved to fully exploit molecule
intercalation as a means to adapt graphene properties and
reach the desired charge carrier transport characteristics to
tailor device performance in the future. Our work has shown

the feasibility and richness of molecule intercalation structures
and opens the path to build a wide range of materials.
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